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ABSTRACT

Global projects are becoming technically, organizationally, and culturally complex. In such complex systems, decentralization and simplicity are necessities without which the project could destroy itself. However, decentralization without a mission, organizational support, simple roles and responsibilities, and an appropriate project organization may end up producing results that are quite different than those originally intended. “Till now man has been up against nature, but from now on, he may be up against his own nature.” [1]

This paper presents a review of the literature and how basic theory can be applied in defining the management system requirements and tools and techniques (e.g. chunk theory, RUP, Garrett’s 15 percent rule, chaos theory, Rule of 5s, and fragmentation) to simplify complex projects. The nature of geographical, cultural, organizational, social, and technically complex projects is discussed in the context of tools available to simplify them, reducing their risk, and improving their likelihood of success.

Provided is a practical application of complexity theory, and a description how existing systems and tools can be used to navigate today’s cross-cultural, cross-organizational, highly technical, globally complex projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND CHALLENGE

Project management is about people, people working together in joint participation and synchrony in order to achieve a goal. Over 25 years ago, in their landmark book, “In Search of Excellence,” Peters and Waterman [2] observed that our problem is that our fascination with the tools of management frequently obscures our apparent ignorance of “the art” of management---in other words, management is about people and not about tools such as MSP, EVM, and so on. However, faced with competitive pressures in an increasingly global economy, and in rapidly changing and technically challenging environments, companies have no choice but to adopt flexible strategies and structures in order to speed improved quality products to market and provide better customer service. As a result, projects in the global economy are more complex than ever before. This complexity comes in various forms, including the following:

- Technical complexity associated with science and technology’s quest for creative and innovative solutions to mankind’s challenges
- Environmental complexity that involves societal, political, or religious impacts on projects
- Organizational complexity introduced by multiple and fragmented communication channels across geographical regions, with contracted and/or partnering companies or departments
- Social complexity involved with people working jointly while having cultural differences and/or different beliefs or values
- Value relativism complexity that allows values to shift in a direction of preferred outcome
- Wickedness, the characteristic of nonlinear problems such as those of IT and R&D, whereby, one does not know the outcome until it is found

At the “Houston International Project Management Best Practices Conference,” González of NASA JSC’s, Advanced Planning Office [3] noted that, historically, the approach of project management is frequently characterized by the classic linear project life cycle, consisting of Initiation, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and Control, and Closeout in connecting the problem to its solution. But, “When we fish for absolutes in the seas of uncertainty, all we catch are doubts.”[4] and this linear approach is not adequate to navigate many of today’s complex projects. González [3] advances challenges to the project management community and to educators:

1. “When will the tools be available to assist the project manager in the navigation of complexity?”
2. “When will the curriculum be available to educate future program managers in complexity theory?”

It would appear that, as managers and educators, we must consider the “nature of man” in preparing our people to manage tasks, projects, and programs in our increasingly complex world.

2. DECENTRALIZATION IS A REQUIREMENT, NOT AN OPTION, IN A COMPLEX MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Complexity theory tells us that in a complex system, because many autonomous variables exist, attempts to control the system centrally by manipulating a few selected variables is doomed to failure, and can lead it to become dysfunctional and to breakdown; therefore, in a complex environment, simply imposing answers is not a viable survival strategy. We must decentralize control instead [5]. In the last 15 years, there has been an unmistakable trend in international companies toward decentralized modes of operation [6]. In this “project management method,” specialists from various functional areas across the organization work jointly in ad hoc project teams from inception to completion of projects for which they are wholly responsible. These project teams are empowered to act on behalf of their company as extensions of “the customer's need” for service or products. As such, the function of their company is to provide coaching, support, and strategic direction to the project teams that conduct the business and perform the work of the organization (Figure 1).
Complexity theory also tells us, however, that small changes may produce significant changes in the final results that could not be predicted by simply looking at the parts by themselves. At first glance, the swirling patterns of swallows flying together over the Vatican in Rome (Figure 2) would appear to have been carefully orchestrated to fly in these complex formations. We might also assume there must be a “head bird in charge” giving the others instructions. Research into the nature of flocking behavior, however, has shown that all that is required is for each bird to attempt to maintain a distance between itself and its neighbors and to fly in the general direction of its neighbor; in other words, in a decentralized complex system, simple rules can generate complex behaviors that seem to emerge out of nowhere. In a project or company without a vision and without a continuously reinforced mission statement, we may end up at project closeout in a place and with something other than originally intended.

Contrast the complex system of a flock of swallows moving aimlessly over the Vatican to the complex system of “army ants” in the Brazilian rain forest observed by Wilson [7] to be building a bridge (Figure 3). Wilson’s ants exhibit a system equally complex as that of the swallows over the Vatican; however, in contrast, the ants maintain a system of communicating a vision (direction) and maintain simple rules of operation throughout the colony. As a result, they demonstrate a collective intelligence and are capable of teamwork aimed at fulfilling the vision.

The system of management for a project-based decentralized way of working described by Johns [11] goes beyond and is more holistic than the project, program, and portfolio approach of the Project Management Institute’s Organizational Project Management Maturity Model (OPM3) and includes additional human elements associated with the formation of cross-organizational teams, and emphasis on organizational support and governance. The decentralized system establishes a “state of nature” within the project, enabling the project to be “in control” through individual “ownership” by the project team members themselves. Bloom [12] pointed out that such a system of “ownership,” first recognized by Thomas Hobbs in the 1700s, simply works better than centralized systems because it plays on a shared value common to “the nature of man” himself. The decentralized system is therefore “in self-control” guided by simple rules of operation and governance. We, as managers and educators, are wise to keep the management system as simple as possible.
According to “Chunk Theory,” [13] the memory span of young adults is around seven elements (seven for digits, six for letters, and five for words), called “chunks.” Some people like to refer to this as the “Rule of 5s,” based on the observation that the normal adult can retain no more than four to six things in active working memory at one time. This fact is based on how human memory works, referred to as one’s phonological loop having the capacity to hold only approximately two seconds of sound. Therefore, two seconds is the duration of the English spoken form of seven +/- two digits (in Chinese it is around nine, and in Welsh around six). Thus “Chunk Theory” pertains to the maximum number of items that should occur in a given context. Extending this to educating project managers and team members, one would conclude that training strictly aligned to the knowledge areas as discussed in A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)—Third edition, Project Management Institute, [14] is 1) too challenging for the normal human to remember and 2) is linear in approach and ill suited for today’s complex projects. It therefore may be wise to educate people regarding the functions of management using a simple, basic functional model of a manager’s job such as that put forth by Drucker [15] which has been used for years in training managers. Drucker’s model does not neglect any management knowledge; rather, it organizes this knowledge into five basic management “chunks” or functions: 1) planning; 2) organizing and staffing, 3) directing and leading, 4) controlling, and 5) reporting. It follows that this model would be more practical and effective for training project managers in a complex environment (Figure 4).

Further, by consolidating detailed knowledge areas and topics, “planning” can be similarly simply expressed in terms of five basic management tools used by the project managers to create planning behaviors within their project team: 1) the project objectives, 2) the work breakdown structure [WBS], 3) the project organization, 4) the project schedule, and 5) the project performance baseline (or budget) (Figure 5). The goal achievement behaviors associated with these five tools are, respectively: 1) agreement within the project teams, with stakeholders, clients and managers, and team members; 2) accountability within the project team; 3) communications across the project team, with clients, stakeholders, and managers; and 4) “control” within and of the project overall. These five planning functions together—and frequently with a sixth, “risk”—constitute the most fundamental and basic elements of a “project execution plan,” which in turn is a manager’s tool used to create planning behavior within the project team, with a department, and with company, contractor, vendor/supplier. If a company were able to do only one thing to improve its return on investment, it would be to require that all project and task leaders, contractors, vendors, and suppliers develop a simple “project execution plan” consisting of these five tools and their associated goal achievement behaviors before work is permitted to begin. The detail of the plan should be the responsibility of the project team in the decentralized system and provides the basis of coaching and governance of management.

3. SIMPLIFYING YOUR PROJECT AND PROGRAM ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY

An organization is complex when it is no longer possible at any moment to connect every element with every other element. The ability or inability for organizational entities to “connect” (interface) depends on both the number of entities and their diversity. The WBS is how the project work itself is organized. We must not make the mistake of assuming that the WBS is the system; rather, it enables the system to function efficiently or inefficiently. Management systems have a life beyond any structure we impose upon them [16]. It follows that the project organization becomes complex when at any moment it is no longer possible for every task leader to interface with every other task leader or when sufficient differentiation exists within the different elements such that task leaders share little in common. Every organization has a split personality—i.e., the “legitimate” organization as described by the WBS and what Hutchens [16] calls the “shadow system,” an unofficial system of activity, “water-cooler talk,” “unofficial” relationships and informal short cuts for getting things done. The following are some of the many possible ways in which a project can be categorically organized (broken down) and roles and responsibilities assigned:

1. Components, or parts of the product
2. Chronological, or sequential
3. Functional disciplines
4. Organizational units
5. Geographical areas
6. Cost accounts
7. Configuration characteristics
8. Deliverables
9. Purpose or functions
10. Subsystems of the product or project
11. Schedule milestones
12. Phases

For large complex systems involving numerous functional interfaces, the preferred organizational arrangements whereby the people and functional communication pathways “shadow” or “align” with one another are items 1 and 10 in the above list. For a large technically complex project (e.g., space station, an aircraft or major telecommunications system), alignment of the people and functional interfaces provides for greater accountability and ownership of the interfaces that constitute a dimension of technical complexity. Thus, in addition to the greater efficiency of communications gained by this alignment, there is greater likelihood of successful configuration control.

4. FRAGMENTATION AND WICKED PROBLEMS

Collective intelligence of a project team is enabled when team members socially share their cognition and collaborate. When team members begin to see themselves as more separate than united (e.g., when they believe that their solution is the correct one and that the others are “going the wrong way”) or when information and knowledge are chaotic and scattered, the project team may become “fragmented.” In this state, the information and knowledge of the team are chaotic and their perspectives, understanding, and intentions to collaborate are scattered. An enabler to fragmentation appears to be the way in which the project is organized, its size, and geographic distance, or it might be technically driven by its degree of “wickedness” [17]. In many of today’s complex projects, we do not start by simply gathering and analyzing data about the project in a linear fashion (as in Figure 6A), because the project team does not have a pure and abstract understanding of the requirements. Rather, the team’s understanding of the requirements evolves toward the end of the project.

The natural process by which the project team’s cognition and understanding evolves may frequently jump to what Conklin [17] calls “an opportunity-driven understanding of the requirements” (Figure 6B) that is quite different than the linear generic project life cycle described in the **PMBOK® Guide**—Third edition (2004).

In these projects, defined by Rittel and Webber [18] as “wicked,” the project team does not understand the requirements until they have developed a solution and frequently the solution is not right or wrong; rather, a solution “is when the money runs out.” There are practiced ways of “taming” the wicked project—for example, freezing the requirements (as we know them), asserting that “the problem is solved,” “the solution is good enough,” “it’s better than it was,” “it will just have to do,” or “we are just going to do it this way.” Complexity theory, however, proposes that although they are appealing in the short term, sometimes such approaches can exacerbate the problem. Approaches to the project life cycle such as Rational Unified Process (RUP) (Figure 7), developed by Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh [19], evolved from earlier spiral models in which the project requirements that develop with the team’s improved understanding of the problem are proven to be more effective for complex, nonlinear, “wicked” projects (Figure 7).

![Figure 7—Interactive Rational Unified process (RUP)](image)

Such approaches are geared toward complex projects and programs establishing a point between order and chaos at which there is enough chaos for novelty and creativity but also enough order for consistency and patterns to endure.

5. ASPECTS OF SOCIAL COMPLEXITY DIMENSION

According to Conkin, social complexity is a property of the social network within the project and is a function of both the number of players and the diversity of methods by which they solve problems. In global projects, a dimension of a project team’s diversity in approaching problems is in the difference among the team’s members as influenced by their culture. A global project team’s cultural diversity is driven by the differences in what they value. Therefore, cultural differences may be societal (those we normally associate with “culture” in global projects), organizational (as demonstrated in contractor, supplier, and vendor relationships), or personal, e.g., personal cognitive preferences, vis-à-vis intuitive versus sensing, etc., Jung, [20], (Figure 8).

![Figure 6A—Linear Project Life Cycle (**PMBOK® Guide**)](image)

![Figure 6B—Nonlinear Project Life Cycle of “Wicked” Projects](image)
The dimensions of cultural diversity within global project teams can be numerous (Figure 9), and add to the complexity of the social network.

These dimensions can be grouped into three major categories that collectively define a team’s approach to time, its environment, and how it deals with rules and relationships. The culturally driven difference in how team members treat rules (e.g., standard operating procedures) adds to diversity in the behaviors within the team, further contributing to the complexity of the social network. Education of global teams, albeit academic and/or through lessons learned, is helpful in improving team members’ tolerance to these differences.

6. VALUE RELATIVISM AND ITS EFFECT ON COMPLEXITY

An additional source of diversity in the social network lies in the fact that some values (or beliefs) possessed by team members may not remain constant and may be relative to the situation. Bloom [12] points to this “value relativism” as a characteristic (nihilism) existing in all people, regardless of culture. In an organization, value relativism can result in power being substituted for ideology; expediency replacing ideological criteria; policy becoming impossible; continuity and consistency becoming nonexistent; and decision makers becoming immobilized. Consider the following example of value relativism: What would you do if your boss were about to implement an idea that you feel is a bad one? You may answer one way initially. Now, how would you answer this same question if you were to learn that your boss had fired the last three people who did not agree with him or her? Your answer may be different now. The insidious nature of value relativism is that we truly believe in our new shifted position. It can be argued that value relativism was a contributing factor in the decision to proceed with the launch of the space shuttle the “Challenger”, NASA [22], and has likely contributed to many other unfortunate situations.

This may sound like a “Catch-22” situation in that value relativism tends to complicate the very decentralized system of management needed to simplify the system. Therefore, in order to enable the full potential of the decentralized project management system, one needs to design the systems with the following characteristics to mitigate the likelihood and impact of value relativism:

- Develops project management skills in everyone,
- Works through cross-functional project teams,
- Conceives middle management as facilitators and coaches,
- Practices participative management and eliminates fear,
- Maintains few organizational layers,
- Maintains a client-minded organization,
- Maintains operational procedures support teams.

7. NAVIGATING COMPLEXITY BEYOND MATRIX, BEYOND DECENTRALIZATION

Will the organization of the future’s most successful companies be functional, ‘projectized’, or matrix? Drucker [23] pointed out that most successful companies of the next century would be those that learn how to take people from across their company to work in joint participation, in synchrony, and in harmony better than their competitors. Perhaps this organization will resemble an orchestra or symphony. Because of complexity it will be necessary that greater responsibility and authority be placed in the hands of the people doing the work under the coordination and orchestration of the project manager. The role of the company then will become one of organizational support and governance acting as a “federal” communication center of the vision and progress (Figure 10) and linking the projects to the company’s business strategy.
The organization that supports the decentralized project management system should possess enough flexibility and chaos for novelty and creativity, but also enough order to maintain consistency and patterns to avoid fragmentation. We began this paper by asserting that management is about people. In a complex world “the art of project management” is in the balance of tools and techniques with the “nature of man”, or the “people side of things.” The project management system to navigate this complexity will include:

- Giving direction (vision) without giving directives,
- Leading by providing organizational support,
- Maintaining a decentralized system with “self control”,
- Setting direction while not knowing the future,
- Creating a “large” organization while remaining “small”,
- Being both a system as well as independent parts.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper did not propose new theories to dealing with complexity; rather, it presented prerequisites for managing complex systems based on what is already known such as decentralization of responsibility and authority and dimensions of complexity. The problem in management has frequently been that our fascination with the tools of management has frequently obscured our apparent ignorance of the art. What has been missing in management education and development has been a holistic treatment of the tools and techniques, organizational support and people side issues and the integration of complexity theory. This a long way of saying “keep it simple. This paper is just scratching the surface and any one of the above areas could be easily be expanded into research and dissertations on the topics. The intent was to provide a contribution to González questions:

1. “When will the tools be available to assist the project manager in the navigation of complexity?”
2. “When will the curriculum be available to educate future program managers in complexity theory?”
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